LIMS-plus is the premier comprehensive case management tool providing versatile software to leverage the power of technology with numerous customizable features. JusticeTrax® integrates evidence tracking, analytical results and lab management information to provide a clear view of your laboratory and every case in it.

Benefits of LIMS-plus

- Ultimate laboratory **workload management** is provided as LIMS-plus tracks all requests for analysis, analysts and groups assigned. Managers easily obtain an overview of the status of work in their testing disciplines and assignors are able to view current assignments before tasking analysts with more cases. Historical data is available for reviews of trends and changes by individuals and teams.

- Improved **efficiency and productivity** via customized analytical modules, which are configurable to meet the needs of all testing disciplines in the laboratory. The module designer provides the laboratory with complete control over workflow with user-defined screens to capture examination and result data.

- Increased **accuracy and security** through barcoding of evidence, which **solidifies the chain of custody** through both single-party and multi-party transfers, which are secured by staff barcode/PIN entry. Barcoding technology combined with organized storage locations ensures that **reliable inventories** are standard practice.

- Enriched **professional communications** using tailored and specific report templates, defined by each laboratory based on the testing discipline. All information collected and stored in the database is available for reports. With appropriate permissions, reports can either be printed or viewed.

- Streamlined **quality management** is provided through uniformity of information, recording use of test methods, training records, proficiency test performance, instrument validation, maintenance, and performance verification, chemical lot numbers and expiry dates, subpoenas, and courtroom monitoring, to name just a few.

- **Leverage auxiliary applications** from JusticeTrax®, such as LIMS-plus DNA for increased efficiency and efficacy in forensic biology; Pre-logging of evidence by submitting agencies; Delivery of status updates and results to stakeholders; and enhanced chemical inventory management through JusticeTrax® CIMS.

- **Improved documentation** of physical evidence and associated images is provided by the storage and retrieval of electronic images, documents and many other file types. Files are linked to the main case view, specific evidence items, individuals, scenes or requests for analysis. Files can be viewed, printed, and annotated through the case view.

Web Demonstration

Schedule a product demonstration and see for yourself the many features JusticeTrax LIMS-plus DNA has to offer. To schedule a demonstration, please contact our sales team by email at Sales@JusticeTrax.com or by phone at (800) 288-5467.
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